
X’PROCHEM CHOSEN AGAIN BY A BIOTECH PARTNER TO
CONTRIBUTE TO THE DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OF

A NEW GENERATION BIOPHARMACEUTIAL
 
 

X’PROCHEM is proud to announce the signature of an agreement with

ENTEROME, a biopharmaceutical that is pioneering the discovery and

development of novel pharmaceuticals based on its unrivalled

understanding of the interaction between the gut microbiome and the

immune system. ENTEROME selected X’PROCHEM’s proprietary

technology platform to pursue the development of preclinical

candidate EM101 a new generation of biologics for inflammatory

diseases, Type 2 diabetes and inflammatory bowel disease.

X’PROCHEM’s unique expertise and capability in the synthesizing of

mid-size proteins by chemical l igation, wil l  enable the development

and, later on, the production of this new generation of molecules. The

company’s highly innovative technology allows the synthesis of

extremely precise and pure mid-size proteins up to 400 amino acids,

which may serve as API for biopharmaceuticals, in vitro diagnostic tests

and vaccines.
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Enterome is a world leader in
the discovery and
development of novel
pharmaceuticals based on its
unrivalled understanding of
the interaction between the
gut microbiome and the
immune system (the
‘microbiome-
immunoinflammation axis’).
Enterome is leveraging this
expertise to develop a pipeline
of clinical and pre-clinical
candidates (small molecules,
proteins and peptides) with a
focus on cancer, autoimmune,
inflammatory and metabolic
diseases.
Enterome is headquartered in
Paris (France) and has
operations in Boston (USA).
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Reda MHIDIA, PhD and President of X’PROCHEM, stated: « We take

great pride of this partnership with ENTEROME. It come on top of

several other collaborations that materialized in 2020 with a few

biotech companies, one American foundation that develops a

candidate for Parkinson’s disease and one global pharmaceutical

leader. »

With such accumulating collaborations, X’PROCHEM is currently working

at expanding its research and production facil it ies in EURASANTÉ, a

bio-cluster located in Li l le (North of France), right at the crossroads of

four major European capitals. 

Biopharmaceuticals

Biopharmaceuticals, also known as biological medicines, are

specifically engineered macromolecular drug product manufactured in

or extracted from biological sources, and also semi-synthesized by

recombinant technology. Biologics can, for instance be composed of

sugars, peptides, proteins or complex combinations of these

substances. They are increasingly used as active pharmaceutical

ingredients (APIs) for innovative treatments, in vitro diagnostics tests

and vaccines. 

ABOUT X‘PROCHEM
X’PROCHEM is a biotech company with proprietary chemical technology platform, which

helps its bio-pharma partners design and create pure and extremely precise mid-size

proteins (up to 400 amino acids) for therapeutic, vaccine and diagnostic use. X’PROCHEM

was founded by three PhDs from the Pasteur Institute and the French National Scientific

Research Center (CNRS).  

Our ambition:  Make today’s & tomorrow bio-pharmaceuticals better and more accessible

 

More information: www.xprochem.com

Contact: Reda MHIDIA, PhD, President media@xprochem.com


